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§
Yes, Philadelphia had still, then, the air of being a
place "near Shackmaxon" as it was designated on the
morning when Penn made with its Indian owners "the
only treaty that was never either attested or broken." . . .
So let Shackmaxon atone for Gettysburg, which most people
believe to be in Virginia. For as to the latter city I never
found but one not lugubrious thought—which is that on
each side of one fork of its main cross-roads is a public
convenience that the coarse French would call vespasienne,
but which the City Fathers have had labelled in enormous
letters: men's comforter and women's comforter. Only
Philadelphians could have conceived of a sort of prurience
that can almost knock you down when it first confronts
you. I know that other cities privately apply the name of
Paraclete to such institutions, but I know of no other that so
prominently takes the name of the Holy Ghost—but perhaps
not in vain,
§
Philadelphia, then, and its outskirts appeared to me the
most old-fashioned hick regions that one could imagine.
I used for quite a time afterwards to tell stories of their
inhabitants as if they were Rip van Winkles in forgotten
Hudson Valley townships. Then gradually I forgot her.
Nowadays, where I spent the hottest hours I can ever
remember, driving fat sheep back into their pasture lots
through decrepit snake fences—nowadays it is all one region
of commuters ranging from bank-clerks to millionaire
exploiters of specifics who will not let people see their
descendant of penn." . . . Nothing less. "Spiritual,** you under-
stand. His trustees "own a $30,000,000 sugar plantation in Cuba and one of
thejmest suburban hotels m America" It is true that all these and department
stores and vast community properties are held for Charity . . . which
we are told covers a multitude of industrial triumphs.
Nevertheless, let us make the note that horse-drawn buggies still
bring the Martindale Mennonites to church and "historic Christian
ceremonies, such as the kiss of peace and foot-washing, are still pre-
served in a number of congregations9* in Penn. . . * They are still,
as you might say, in Philadelphia this morning.

